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Chen Fei defeated Baichuan and successfully promoted to the top
eight, which surprised the live audience and countless live viewers,
and also made countless gamblers lose.

Although the hot discussion continued, the game continued. The
eighth game went on very quickly, and the final result was not
unexpected. Zhao Hu won.

Shao Yun, Zhao Hu, Liang Yu, Jue Wu monk and Chen Fei, who are
at the top of the list, have all been promoted. There are still two
sanxiu and dark horse Chen Ziling left.

After the two beauties came on stage, they showed their elegant
demeanor, which made many audiences and fans look forward to.

I have to say that beautiful women are more attractive.

Before the game started, the popularity on the Internet was
unprecedented, and the number of viewers directly broke through a
new level.

The third is a contest between Liang Yu and Chen Ziling.

The first two almost no suspense competition is over, and the next
competition is the focus of people's expectation and attention.

………

"My only hope now is that in the rest of the competition, there will
be one person to threaten Shao Yun a little. Otherwise, it's too boring.
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"

"It seems that Shao Yun and Zhao Hu have decided the two places."

"It's a general existence. In my opinion, compared with Shao Yun,
the rest of the players are not at the same level at all."

"It's worthy of being the number one expert. It's too strong."

"How strong is Shao Yun? Up to the top four, none of the players
can make him real."

As a result, countless viewers can't help guessing and discussing.

At the beginning of the knockout, he didn't start at all. He was
promoted directly. In the next two rounds of promotion, the
opponent didn't make ten moves in his hands. It can be said that
Shao Yun's competition ended the fastest among the remaining
players.

A little surprising is that Shao Yun's promotion process is too easy.

We are not surprised by Shao Yun's victory.

The result of this competition was no surprise, perhaps to show his
strength, Shao Yun launched a fierce attack as soon as he came to
power. In the last 20 moves, the opponent will get a smooth solution.

The second is Shao Yun against another sanxiu.

Next, the game goes on.

This game, let Zhao Hu's people rise a lot, also attracted a lot of
attention.

………

"It seems that one of the two places this time is Zhao Hu's."



"He can be fierce and fearless against the enemy, and he can fight
with each other just right. He deserves to be the dragon in the army."

"Zhao Hu is very good. He is strong. He has a clear mind and can
distinguish the situation."

Even the military leaders on the rostrum, there are many people
nodding praise.

After listening to such an explanation, the audience suddenly
realized. The attitude of many audiences towards Zhao Hu, a cold
player, has also changed.

As a result, although sanxiu suffered some injuries, it was not
serious. It was all the result of Zhao Hu's keeping his hand. Because
of this, sanxiu expressed his thanks to Zhao Hu.

In this way, casual repair is very likely to be seriously injured, or
even killed at the scene.

If according to Zhao Hu's playing method and style, this move can
go all out, with the fighting method, give that sanxiu a hard time.

Zhao Hu's hand is just fierce and fierce. Fighting is the way of life
and death. Just now, the sanxiu was caught by Zhao Hu and defeated
by one move.

At the time of people's conjecture, a powerful warrior finally
explained it.

………

"Perhaps, what did Zhao Hu say to him during the fight just now?"

"Isn't there any inside information?"

"Why do you thank Zhao Hu for his failure in sanxiuming?"

That's what everyone expected. At the end of the day, the scene of



the monk bowing his thanks made some of the audience feel puzzled,
and they could not help asking questions.

With that, the sanxiu turned around and went back to the players'
lounge.

San Xiu fell heavily on the ground, and his mouth gushed out a
mouthful of blood. Then he got up from the ground, arched his hand
to Zhao Hu on the stage, and said in a voice, "I lost. Thank you,
brother Zhao."

Zhao Hu won the competition and was the first to advance to the top
four.

In the end, after more than 50 moves, San Xiu's defense finally
couldn't bear it. There was an oversight. Zhao Hu caught him and hit
his chest with one move. He flew out of the challenge arena.

Although the opposite loose repair strength is good, but met Zhao
Hu, or by continuous fierce attack forced to retreat, can barely resist.

Zhao Hu was born in the middle of the army. His style was fierce
and resolute, and he made clean moves. Almost every move and
every type was a fighting style.

First of all, there was a duel between Zhao Hu and a sanxiu. As the
referee announced the start of the game, they immediately launched
a fierce attack and collided with each other.The crowd was
enthusiastic and there was no delay. After the draw, it started right
away.

After defeating Baichuan, Chen Fei came to the fifth place, only one
place away from the fourth monk. It can be said that this competition
is a competition between the two players with the smallest difference
in ranking.

Chen Fei needless to say, all kinds of news, all kinds of unexpected
results. As the youngest contestant in the competition, the disciple of
master Huizhi of thousand Buddha Temple, and the fourth most
popular candidate in the list, monk Jue Wu attracted people's



attention as soon as he appeared.

The remaining battle between Chen Fei and monk Jue Wu is also
quite noticeable.

Many netizens quickly won the title of "the battle of the most
beautiful goddess in the selection contest" on the Internet, which is
full of gimmicks.

The duel between Liang Yu and Chen Ziling, the points of ranking,
the competition between black horse and expert are not much to say.
Just their good looks attracted everyone's attention.

And the remaining two games, can be said to see a lot.

Shao Yun and Zhao Hu's competition needless to say, the two San
Xiu although powerful, but almost impossible to Shao Yun and Zhao
Hu's opponent.

As soon as the result came out, it caused a heated discussion on the
spot and on the Internet.

Shao Yun and Zhao Hu are paired with each other in the draw. Chen
Ziling hits Liang Yu, while Chen Fei and monk Jue Wu draw
together.

After the quota is determined, draw lots immediately for the eight
Jin four competition.

Compared with the previous two games, the fierce attack started as
soon as they were on the stage. After Liang Yu and Chen Ziling
appeared on the stage, the scene seemed much more genial.

Two beauties with a smile, looking at each other, you talk to me, like
a party, not like a contest.

"I've seen Miss Ziling. I'm really surprised at her strength." Liang
Yu smiles at Chen Ziling and says.
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Chen Ziling was very active. Hearing the words, she said with a
smile: "sister Liangyu has been praised falsely. My sister's strength
really amazes me."

"What's more, I envy my sister's appearance."

"Sister Ziling is much more beautiful than me. However, I still want
to thank sister Ziling for her praise. " Liang Yu said with a light
smile.

Monk Jue Wu announced a Buddha's name, looked at Chen Fei and
said, "benefactor Chen, I don't know how you think about my
premise."

They didn't fight at the beginning.

As the referee announced the start of the game, the atmosphere on
the scene became serious and tense.

As the youngest talent in this competition, whether monk Jue Wu
can continue to go on is also the focus of attention.

Chen Fei was injured and should have been eliminated long ago. But
Chen Fei showed the strength, but let everyone surprised, did not
expect him all the way to the present situation.

Chen Fei's fight against monk awakening is definitely the most
ambiguous one.

At this time, in the audience, although countless audiences were
confused about the results of the battle between the two goddesses,
the game was over, and everyone's attention was still shifted to the
last game.
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Chen Fei came back and stepped on the challenge arena. In front of
him, the little monk with monk's robe, had already stood in front of
him.

Thinking about it, Chen Ziling pushed Chen Fei aside and reminded
him: "brother, it's your turn to play."

At this moment, he had guessed what was the situation in his heart.
It should be that master Liang knew the identity of himself and Chen
Ziling, and knew their master's reputation, so he let Liang Yu admit
defeat.

Hearing the speech, Chen Fei turned his eyes and looked at Mr.
Liang on the rostrum.

Chen Ziling leaned over to Chen Fei and said in a low voice:
"brother, when I stepped down just now, Liang Yu told me that her
grandfather had asked her to admit defeat. But she was a little
unconvinced, so she compared with me. As a result, she found that
she was really not my opponent, so she finally gave up

"Say it Chen Fei stares at the little girl.

Seeing this, Chen Ziling quickly hugged his head and said with a
smile, "brother, don't fight. I'll tell you the truth

"Dead girl, you --" Chen Fei glared at Chen Ziling and swung his
right hand.

Chen Ziling turned her eyes and said with a smile: "sister Liangyu
just asked me if my brother really thinks about her. I said it's true,
and I invited her to my house. "

Then he asked, "just now, what did you say to Liang Yu?"

Chen Fei smiles and says, "don't worry."

Chen Ziling went to Chen Fei and showed a proud smile to him. He



said, "brother, I won. Next, it's up to you."

Finally, when they returned to the table, they were reluctant to part.

At the same time, they were still talking and laughing in a low voice.
They were so close that they could not see that they had just played
in the challenge arena.

After the victory, Liang Yu did not step down directly, but walked
down side by side with Chen Ziling.

Ignoring the voice of the audience, the referee confirmed it to Liang
Yu again, and finally announced in public that Chen Ziling won and
successfully promoted to the top four.

………

"No, we strongly demand that the game continue."

"Isn't there any black screen in it?"

"Can she continue to fight? Why did you give up all of a sudden? "

"What's going on? Liang Yu suddenly admitted defeat! "

This result, the moment beyond the public's expectation, let
countless people talk about it.

But at this time, Liang Yu suddenly clapped her hand fiercely, put
away her short blade with her right hand. At the same time, she
stepped back, arched her hand to Chen Ziling, and said: "don't
continue to compete, sister Ziling, I'm not your opponent, I admit
defeat."

But at the moment, the two of them still look as usual, it seems that
there is no real consumption, and they will continue to fight.

In this way, the two of them had more than 100 moves in the
beautiful dance like competition.



It can be said that without strong talent and hard practice, their
martial arts skills could not have reached such a level.

At the moment, the two men's fight, although it seems gentle, no
force. But it needs a very deep knowledge of martial arts and a
subtle understanding of martial arts skills to make and break moves.

Liang Yu and Chen Ziling are also good at dexterity and agility.
They move very quickly in one move. Almost between the turns, the
attack can be transformed into several changes.

However, some martial artists with good strength can still see the
subtlety and danger from this seemingly soft competition.

A lot of ordinary people were stunned.

Compared with the two matches just now, the fight between Liang
Yuling and Chen Ziling is much softer. It's not a kind of hard work
like opening and closing, but a flexible jump like dancing, like a
dragon flying, like a fish swimming in the water. The scene is very
beautiful, just like a dance of two people's cooperation.A low drink,
with Liang Yu's hand in a short blade assault, two people launched
an attack at the same time, quickly tangled together.

"Ha

Then, their steps moved slightly, they stepped forward, and their
faces changed instantly. Without the beautiful and delicate smile just
now, he became serious.

"Yes, sister zizhengling." Liang Yu said with a smile.

"Sister Liang Yu, let's have a competition first, and it's over. Go
down and have a good chat. "

But Liang Yu and Chen Ziling in the challenge arena didn't
embarrass the big guys.

Even the big men on the rostrum did not expect this to happen. For a
time, they looked at each other, some of them didn't know what to



do.

Such farce, so that the tension of the game, once disappeared,
became cheering and active.

………

"Prepare a stool for the two goddesses so that they can talk more!"

"Yes, just talk about it. We can watch as long as they can talk. "

"No, let the two goddesses talk a little longer."

As a result, hearing the speech, a voice of opposition broke out in
the audience.

And now Chen Fei, black line, looking at Chen Ziling, speechless.
Only a voice to remind: "Ziling, we are still waiting, quickly start the
game!"

"Ah --" this surprised Liang Yu, and she couldn't help looking at
Chen Fei under the stage.

Chen Ziling puffed his mouth and said in a lovely voice: "sister Yu,
I'm not joking. What I said is the truth. You don't know. A few days
ago, my brother went to sister Yu's green bamboo house. When he
came back, he was out of his mind and was talking about you! He's
totally obsessed with you

Smell speech, Chen Fei picked pick eyebrow, complexion one sink.
He knew what the monk was talking about. It's just about Shengquan
water and the two great monks who were killed by Chen Fei.

Monk Huizhi said that he and the two were old friends, so he wanted
Chen Fei to hand over the holy spring water.

This is absolutely impossible for Chen Fei to agree.
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Therefore, in the face of the words of the monk, Chen Fei snorted
coldly and said seriously, "if you want to fight in the thousand
Buddha Hall, you can fight. I, Chen Fei, follow that. Don't make any
excuses. It's just a joke."

Hearing the words, the little monk's face sank and his voice changed.
"The benefactor is greedy and angry."

At the same time, with his hands together, a golden Buddha light
bloomed out, with a strong and dazzling light, covering Chen Fei,
"my Buddha is merciful!"

Of course, it is impossible for ordinary people to know the hidden
danger. Moreover, even if we know that the power of Lingzhu
Wangui at the beginning stage is not something that ordinary people
can bear.

If the opponent directly controls the Buddha beads before they burst
in this period of time, it will not be able to burst out the power of the
spirit beads, and naturally it will not play a unique effect.

But there is a hidden danger in this card. That's the unique skill of
Lingzhu Wangui. It takes a certain amount of time.

That's what he does best.

The enlightenment monk once tried to defeat some warriors in the
middle of the heaven level, even though he only had the initial state
of heaven level.

This is where the real power of Lingzhu Wangui lies. Dozens of
Buddhist beads burst out, each containing the power comparable to
that of sniper gun bullets. In the end, they regroup in the enemy's
place and produce great power.

With the rotation of the Buddha beads, the great power is produced.
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The whole string of beads should be thrown away and burst into
individual beads.

Seeing this, the enlightened monk was stunned and surprised. But
then, he thought of something. As soon as his face changed, he
hastened to stimulate Zhenyuan and urge the beads to rotate quickly.

With that, Chen Fei reaches out his hands and grabs the spinning
beads.

"But it didn't hurt me."

But at the moment, Chen Fei in the challenge arena saw the move
made by monk Jue Wu. His eyes narrowed slightly, and a faint smile
appeared at the corner of his mouth. He whispered to himself, "the
magic pearl is a unique move of wisdom. It's not bad to be able to
practice to this extent. "

Numerous comments and exclamations, people seem to have
recognized that Chen Fei will be defeated.

………

"Yes, it seems that there are two places in this trial. The final choice
is among the three of them. "

"If monk Jue Wu has mastered this skill, he may have a fight with
Zhao Hu and Shao Yun."

"However, from another angle, Chen Fei has good strength if he can
force the monk to use this magic weapon."

"It turned out to be master Huizhi's unique skill. No wonder so! Now
it seems that Chen Fei is in danger. "

"Lingzhu Wangui" is the third of thousands of unique skills in
thousand Buddha Hall. Now master Huizhi, who is in charge of the
thousand Buddha Hall, is proficient in this skill and has practiced it



to a superb level. You said, "is this magic bead powerful?"

"What is a magic pearl? Is that great? "

"This, this is the magic pearl of thousand Buddha Hall. I didn't
expect that monk Jue Wu was very young. Now that he had mastered
this skill. "

Then, when the warrior saw the move made by the monk, he could
not help but exclaim with nervous and expectant eyes.

The sudden change of move surprised all the audience.

At the same time, the Buddhist beads in the hands of monk Jue - Wu
burst out with golden light, flew out of the hands of monk Jue - Wu,
and whirled away towards Chen Fei, bringing a roaring wind.

Holding the beads in both hands, the enlightened monk quickly
recited them in his mouth. The Sutra came out of his mouth
continuously, as if it turned into a continuous curtain, and went to
Chen Fei.

Thinking of this, a golden light flashed in the monk's eyes, then he
stepped back, and then he had a bunch of brown beads in his hands.

Staring at Chen Fei, he suddenly clenched his teeth and made up his
mind, "this guy's injury is definitely not a fraud. Well, there's only
one possibility. He's holding up now. As long as I continue to
increase my attack, he won't last long. "

"What's the matter with this guy? Isn't he hurt? " The monk was
puzzled.

In this way, in the twinkling of an eye, the two sides attacked each
other for nearly a hundred moves. They all felt that the true yuan
movement in their body was slightly sluggish. But the opposite Chen
Fei, but still not slow and consciousness against the boom. His face
was expressionless, and he could not see what he was like at the
moment.



But Chen Fei and on, he was surprised to find. Faced with a level of
attack that is stronger than Baichuan, Chen Fei is able to dodge and
confront with ease, and has no sign of falling into the disadvantage.

The monk's idea coincided with many people's conjectures. If he
wanted to finish the battle, he attacked and defeated Chen Fei.

The audience expressed their own opinions, but at the moment, the
two people fighting in the arena had completely different ideas.

………

"I think it's the same. After the first battle with Baichuan, Chen Fei's
consumption is not light. Plus his own injury, I'm afraid he's not the
opponent of the monk"Yes, mind and wisdom. In the last game,
Baichuan played against Chen Fei. Chen Fei dodged all the time,
and finally consumed Baichuan's mind. Chen Fei caught the flaw
and defeated him. Therefore, now the consciousness is just a sudden
attack, so that Chen Fei's dexterous dodge can not play out. I don't
think he will last long in this situation. "

"If you want me to say, it's not only the skill, but also the mind that
makes you aware."

"He deserves to be the genius of thousand Buddha Hall and the
apprentice of master Huizhi. It's really admirable to have such skill
at a young age. "

Some of the people in the martial arts circle, however, looked
closely and seemed to think of something. Many of them clapped
their hands and talked about it.

The audience did not expect that the youngest monk, the monk of
consciousness, who had always looked very introverted before, was
so fierce in fighting that he constantly launched a fierce attack, and
each move was extremely dangerous.

The crackle of the impact of the fight continued to ring, the intensity
of this battle, completely beyond the expectations of the public.



In an instant, they collided with each other, and a strong momentum
immediately spread to cover the whole challenge arena.

Chen Fei hums coldly, facing the strong light, directly rushes up.

"A lot of rubbish!"

Therefore, when using such a unique skill before, monk Jue Wu
never had any problems.

Thinking of this, the monk became more and more anxious. He
quickly inspired the beads and wanted to burst out the power of the
beads.

But Chen Fei, who had been prepared for a long time, would not let
him succeed. His hands were covered with a layer of red streamer
like a flame, and he directly grabbed the Buddha beads.
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"You don't think about it." seeing this, monk Jue Wu couldn't help
changing his color. Then he clenched his teeth and drank. He shot
countless real yuan and attacked Chen Fei like a rain curtain.

But before Chen Fei's body, there was a layer of Zhenyuan
protection, which directly blocked the breath.

Then, Chen Fei red hands, a grasp of the beads. With powerful
power from both hands, he forcefully pressed down the powerful and
constantly moving Buddhist beads.

Chen Fei shook his head and said, "it's not inside information, it's
my judgment."

"Brother, how can you be so sure? Do you have any inside
information? " Chen Ziling asked.
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After a pause, Chen Fei continued: "you don't have to worry. We
should not get together."

Chen Fei shaved her nose and said with a smile, "I win. Do you want
to let water go?"

"At that time, or, I'll give you water, let you promotion!" The little
girl looks at Chen Feidao.

Chen Ziling held Chen Fei's arm and asked in a voice: "brother, wait
a minute, if we two draw together and become rivals, what should
we do?"

The audience was talking and the match was quickly arranged for
the next semi-finals.

Chen Fei's injury, Chen Ziling's statement is not good, let no one
look after them before the game. But after a round of competition,
they were surprised to break into the top four, which surprised
countless people.

Many people didn't expect such a result. Shao Yun and Zhao Hu's
promotion, we are not surprised. But the promotion of Chen Ziling
and Chen Fei was completely unexpected.

Shao Yun, Zhao Hu, Chen Ziling and Chen Fei.

With the end of the competition, the top four candidates have been
decided.

Seeing those slightly deformed and full of cracks, master Huizhi felt
extremely distressed. Looking in the direction of Chen Fei, he was
gnashing his teeth and could hardly help rushing down to hit
someone.

At this time, master Huizhi, who couldn't wait, jumped down from
the rostrum and came to the challenge arena. Regardless of the
situation of the disciples' consciousness, Huizhi grabs the beads and



holds them in his hands to have a close look.

Finally, when Chen Fei saw that the referee announced the end of
the competition, he threw the Buddhist beads in his hands on monk
Jue Wu, and then jumped down from the challenge arena with a
slight jump.

In a few seconds, the beads in his hand burst two more. It's so
painful that master Huizhi is about to rush down and chop people.

Smell speech, Chen Fei looked at the referee on stage, not anxious
not slow to stop action.

Seeing this, master Huizhi finally couldn't help it. He got up in a
hurry and yelled, "stop it, stop it. We admit defeat when we are
conscious. Chen, stop it. "

At the same time, the palm of Chen Fei's hand was roasted with
Buddhist beads. Suddenly there was a click, and a very hot Buddha
bead burst out.

When he hesitated, the monk's attack had no magical effect. On the
contrary, he was crazy and showed his flaws. Chen Fei kicked him
to the ground and spat out a mouthful of blood.

For a while, Huizhi was unable to make a decision.

He was worried that Chen Fei would damage his magic weapon, but
he was not willing to give up the trial.

"This --" hearing the words, master Huizhi's face sank, gritted his
teeth and began to think.

On one side, Zhu Kuishan also looked over and said in a voice:
"master Huizhi, if you love the magic weapon, then let
consciousness admit defeat."

Huizhi was very dissatisfied, but still sat down.

Hearing the speech, Zhao Kejin looked at master Huizhi and said in



a voice: "no one can interfere with the competition. Master Huizhi,
please sit down."

In the face of the threat, Chen Fei kept on moving, dodging the
attack of the enlightenment monk, and shouting to the rostrum: "all
of you, you have heard me. Master Huizhi, is this a public threat to
me? I have some doubts about whether such a contest is fair or not
and whether it is professional or not. "

At the moment, master Huizhi on the rostrum can't sit still. His
magic weapon is going to be destroyed in Chen Fei's hands. How
can he resist it? He stood up and yelled angrily at Chen Fei in the
challenge arena: "Chen Fei, if you dare to destroy my magic weapon
in thousand Buddha Hall, I won't let you go."

Think of this, many martial arts can not help but show the color of
horror, look at Chen Fei's eyes changed, eyes also a bit more solemn
color.

"In other words, he didn't do his best now?"

"Is Chen Fei hiding his strength all the time? Before that, he didn't
do his best?"

Moreover, Chen Fei's strength at the moment is one point stronger
than when he was fighting just now.

The audience didn't expect the situation to change suddenly. Monk
Jue Wu, who was going to use his unique skill and was almost sure
to win, was directly blocked by Chen Fei, who also took away all the
magic weapons.

At the moment, Chen Fei's body is bouncing and nimbly dodging the
attack of the enlightenment monk. With constant movements of both
hands, the burning Zhenyuan roasted the Buddhist beads red and hot,
and the trace of melting could be seen.

A strike attack, with a strong real yuan fluctuations, crazy toward
Chen Fei surging, is a fight for life.When I think of this, I feel crazy
and my eyes are scarlet. I become ferocious and I have no peaceful



Buddha appearance before.

It's just that he didn't say it was ok, he said so. On the contrary, Chen
Fei even more inspired the breath of Zhenyuan and roasted the
Buddhist beads crazily. The enlightenment monk can already feel
that the true yuan breath associated with him on the Buddhist beads
is almost unbearable.

"Stop it, it's the magic weapon of the thousand Buddha Hall. Dare
you --" Chueh Wu began to drink angrily.

You know, this string of Buddhist beads was used by Huizhi himself.
In the whole hall of Thousand Buddhas, it can be regarded as a
treasure. If it is really destroyed by Chen Fei, I'm afraid he will be
ready to cry.

Such a state of affairs surprised the monk. He saw that Chen Fei
wanted to melt his own beads. This string of Buddhist beads was
temporarily borrowed by his master Chueh Hui before the
competition.

At the same time, in the palm of Chen Fei's hand, a red breath of
Zhenyuan came out like a flame, wrapped the beads and began to
bake.

"Now we are in the top four. As long as we enter the final, no matter
whether we win or lose, we will get one of the two places. If you and
I draw together, although one person will be eliminated, it also
means that one of us will get the quota

"Do you think my enemies will allow this to happen?"

Hearing the speech, Chen Ziling took a look at the rostrum, then
drew back her eyes, looked at Chen Fei, and said in a voice: "brother,
we'll make an appointment to advance to the finals together. At that
time, I will lose to you in the final and we will get two places
directly
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"Little girl, don't be too proud." Chen feibai took a look at Chen
Ziling and said in a voice, "Zhao Hu and Shao Yunneng are ranked
first or second. They are definitely powerful and not so easy to
provoke."

"Brother, I'm a disciple of Xuanyuan Jiangshan. No matter how
powerful they are, I'm not afraid. " Chen Ziling is very confident.

Chen Fei shook his head and said, "under normal circumstances, I
naturally believe you. But your body injury, just recovered only a
few months, the strength did not return to the most prosperous
situation

All kinds of gambling organizations have made a guess on the result
of the game.

After all, one is Shao Yun, who is ranked first and easily promoted.
The other is Chen Fei, who is full of all kinds of news. In addition,
the two people have a grudge against each other, such a duel, no
doubt let the game is a bit more different meaning, cause people's
attention.

At the moment, both the audience and the audience before the live
broadcast are very concerned about this semi-final, and the
atmosphere is extremely hot.

Shao Yun gently shook his head, his hands behind him, gently
jumped, natural and unrestrained fell on the challenge arena. All of a
sudden, there was a huge cheering.

Chen Fei didn't say much. He went on and stepped into the challenge
arena.

"Yes? In that arena, I'll wait to see your strength. " Shao Yun
disagrees.

Chen Fei glanced at him and said coldly, "I have the strength of
self-confidence."
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Not far away, Shao Yun looked at Chen Fei with a smile and said,
"you are quite confident!"

"That's nature!" Chen Fei smiles and goes to the challenge arena.

"Well!" Chen Ziling nodded, looked at Chen Fei and said solemnly,
"brother, I believe you, you can win."

"You watch from below. How did you win the next game?" Chen
Fei said with a smile.

Chen Fei gently touched Chen Ziling's head and said with a smile,
"it's not a big deal. Don't blame yourself."

Chen Ziling arched Zhao Hu, then jumped down from the challenge
arena, went to Chen Fei's side, bowed his head and whispered:
"brother, I'm sorry, I'm defeated."

Almost at the same time when Chen Ziling admitted defeat, Zhao Hu
stopped attacking and stood where he was.

"I --" Chen Ziling sighed, and then finally said, "I give up."

The opposite Zhao Hu, with a serious face, attacked and said in a
voice: "you are not my opponent. If you continue, you will definitely
lose or even get hurt."

The purple spirit on the stage heard the words and bit his lips. His
eyes showed a reluctant color.

Seeing this, Chen Fei sighed and called out: "Ziling!"

Chen Fei whispered to himself. Less than a minute later, the crowd
began to see that they were equal. At the moment, the situation
slowly changed. Zhao Hu gradually gained the upper hand and
forced Chen Ziling to retreat step by step.



"But in the next protracted battle, Zhao Hu is better than Ziling.
Continue to fight, purple spirit will gradually fall into the downwind.
In the end, the result is sure to be defeated. "

"That's right. It can also be said that Chen Ziling can choose the best
way to fight. But unfortunately, Zhao Hu is stronger than she
expected, and Ziling's own strength has not recovered to the best
condition. So at the beginning of the attack, Zhao Hu did not force
the downwind, the two are playing a tie

"Ziling's original idea was good. He knew that although Zhao Hu
looked fierce, his flexibility was absolutely not low, so he didn't
want to dodge flexibly to deal with Zhao Hu. Instead, Zhao Yuan
started to force him in a fierce way. Then he used all kinds of martial
arts that Ziling was good at to kill Zhao Hu flexibly, and finally won
the victory. "

Chen Fei also slightly squinted at the fight on the stage. After more
than ten moves, Chen Fei gently shook his head and whispered to
himself, "Ziling is going to lose."

For the martial arts audience, they are the two men who are watching
the fight in the arena and analyzing their moves.

Until now, these ordinary people have a little understanding of the
strength of these contestants, can not help but more admiration.

When the air force spreads over hundreds of meters to the audience,
it can make the ordinary audience feel great pressure.

All of a sudden, the atmosphere of Zhenyuan on the field is surging
up, and a strong momentum is surging in good times.

Chen Ziling shows no sign of weakness and comes out with a
collision with Zhao Hu.

Voice just fell, Zhao Hu suddenly drank a, the momentum of the
dynasty Chen Ziling impact over.

"I'm sorry," he said



Chen Ziling frowned and hummed: "are you so confident? You
really think you can win! "

But Zhao Hu was the first to say, "once I start, I won't keep my hand
because you are a woman. You think it over. "

The two men in the challenge arena didn't start fighting immediately.

The audience was in full swing and all kinds of cheers were
deafening. Of course, more of them are cheers for Chen Ziling. After
all, beautiful women are popular, which is a normal thing.With the
referee's "game started", the atmosphere on the scene became fiery.

"Brother, don't worry, I have a sense of propriety." Chen Ziling
nodded and went to meet Zhao Hu.

At the moment, Chen Fei, who is under the stage, sees Zhao Hu's
cold eyes and cold chill on his body. He can't help but clap in his
heart and remind Chen Ziling: "Ziling, if you are defeated, you
should take the initiative to admit defeat and don't hurt yourself. It's
not that important about quotas, understand? "

First of all, there was a contest between Zhao Hu and Chen Ziling.
Without delay, they went directly to the stage.

After the draw is confirmed, the next step is the official competition.

Zhao Hu vs. Chen Ziling, Shao Yun vs. Chen Fei. Their brother and
sister did not draw together.

And the final result of the draw, and Chen Fei guess almost.

Four people draw lots, the ceremony is very simple, less than two
minutes to complete.

They had just finished, and now the drawing ceremony began.

Seeing Chen Fei's serious expression, Chen Ziling nodded and said
in a voice: "brother, don't worry, I won't be brave."



"What's more, Shao Yun and Zhao Hu, just like you, are in the
middle of the heaven level. Before the game, they did not exert their
full strength, you must not underestimate

Although Chen Fei unexpectedly went to the semi-finals in a dark
horse manner, it has been beyond everyone's expectation, and also
let the relevant institutions reduce the odds of Chen Fei.

But now with Shao Yun, almost all the institutions are more
optimistic about Shao Yun.

All kinds of gamblers also bet one after another, almost 80% of them
are on Shao Yun's side.
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Even some bigwigs on the rostrum are interested in wagering now.

The audience was even more heated.

"Although Chen Fei is powerful, Shao Yun will win. This is for
sure."

Along with Shao Yun's gnashing words, a great momentum
suddenly rises from Shao Yun.

Smell speech, Shao Yun's complexion is more ugly. He bit his teeth
hard and glared at Chen Fei. Zhenyuan's breath surged wildly. "Chen,
you forced me."

Chen Fei looked at Shao Yun with a smile and said, "Eighteen
moves."

At this time, they had two more moves.

"It's impossible. It's absolutely impossible." Shao Yun bit his teeth
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hard, and his eyes showed a fierce color.

Because, he and Chen Fei had 16 moves, but Chen Fei did not like
his imagination, directly defeated. On the contrary, it is more and
more relaxed. It seems that there is no pressure to block Shao Yun's
attack.

Just, originally self-confident incomparable Shao Yun, at the
moment face some gloomy.

People are talking, but at the moment, the two people in the ring are
still fighting.

………

"Don't talk about Teng Fenglin. But I don't think it's possible to be a
top four. You know, it's a dark list master, and it's still four people.
If Chen Fei can really kill them with his own strength, then his
strength can be directly included in the dark list, and he can
definitely rank in the top 20 in the Dragon list, which is impossible!
"

"Teng feibang's master killed him. I have never doubted Chen Fei's
strength

"This is still in the case of his injury, if not injured, I can't imagine
how strong Chen Fei is."

"Chen Fei is beyond my imagination, even in a short period of time
and Shao Yun, the strength is very good."

………

"If you wait another ten years, Shao Yun will be in the top 20 of the
Dragon list and take over the leader of Shao League. It should be a
stable thing."

"Shao Yun's strength, ranked in the top 100 dragon list, should be no



problem."

"It's worthy of being the nephew of the leader of Shao League. At
such an age, he has such strength. It's too powerful."

"This move of Shao Yun is very ingenious. I think it's eight or nine
percent as good as the Shao league leader. "

The ordinary audience didn't understand, but the big guys on the
rostrum were very excited with their eyes shining.

In their eyes, they just see two groups of light colliding and
bombarding, and they can't tell the subtlety of the move from the
strength of the real yuan. But that kind of formidable incomparable
prestige, let them feel this semi-final splendor.

It's beyond the imagination of the audience. The two men fighting on
the stage at the moment, how strong is the burst of Zhenyuan breath.
It's completely beyond their imagination.

This is just a little bit of residual resentment from the blocked breath
of relaxation, which has produced such a powerful pressure on
ordinary people.

People feel that the surrounding air seems to have become solidified,
breathing seems to be a little difficult, dizzy, and even some people
almost fainted.

Although the staff blocked most of the spread of the breath, but still
some of the breath to the audience. Suddenly, the audience felt a
powerful and incomparable pressure.

Fortunately, the organizer has arranged the staff of wuzhe in advance
to run Zhenyuan breath one after another to resist the scattered
breath.

The air waves swept the surrounding debris, even spread to the
audience.

All of a sudden, there was a loud "bang" on the challenge arena, and



the two groups of Zhenyuan breath collided, squeezed and exploded,
forming a majestic wave and spreading around.

As he spoke, Chen Fei also moved to meet Shao Yun's fierce attack.
He gathered Zhenyuan's hands and directly faced up.

"But it's not so easy to use me as a springboard to show your
reputation." Chen Fei mouth dignified, light voice way, "in this case,
then I will accompany you to play."

"Looking at his fierce posture, he should want to make a quick
decision, solve me in 20 moves, and achieve his reputation as
Shaoyun."

After feeling Shao Yun's attack, Chen Fei nodded slightly and said
to himself: "the strength is good. It's a good existence in the
medium-term realm of heaven level. This level of strength should be
able to enter the top 100 of the Dragon list. "

Extremely fast speed will tear the air, a burst of blasting sound. The
terrible air current wrapped the surging Zhenyuan and turned into a
whirlwind, sweeping towards Chen Fei.

Shao Yun shakes his head and looks at Chen Fei. All of a sudden,
his eyes are cold and he stands in the same position. Suddenly, he
bursts out and rushes to Chen Fei.

In this case, Chen Fei's retort is just hard spoken.

It's just that his words, when heard by the audience, are just weak
retorts. After all, the process of Chen Fei's promotion is in
everyone's eyes. Although the process is not too difficult, it is
definitely not easy. And Shao Yun all the way to sweep the
promotion completely can't compare."Yes? I think the opposite will
be true Chen Fei snorted and retorted.

At the same time, Shao Yun looked at Chen Fei with a smile and
said: "from the beginning of the competition to now, no one has
been able to hold 20 moves in my hands, and you are no exception."



Above the challenge arena, the invisible atmosphere of Zhenyuan is
constantly colliding and squeezing. It's like two waves of waves,
hitting each other and never giving in.

Although Shao Yun and Chen Fei still stand in the same place,
without any action. However, the powerful warrior can feel the real
threat of terror spread from them.

The atmosphere in the challenge arena became tense.

In the heat of the discussion, the referee looked at the two men, and
then announced the start of the game.

"In the second game of the semi-final, Shao Yun plays Chen Fei.
Now it's time to start."

………

"Ha ha, do you believe that?"

"I don't think so. No one can see through master Chen's strength.
Maybe he's more powerful than Shao Yun. It's also possible. "

"Yes, I think Chen Fei can hold on for ten minutes. For him, it's
victory."

"Shao Yun is a completely different level of existence. From the
beginning of the game until now, no one has been able to hold on to
him for five minutes

The majestic and incomparable Zhenyuan breath even formed a
gaseous cloud above Shao Yun's body. Among the clouds, thunder
and lightning flash, just like the arrival of nine days thunder,
thunderbolt toward Chen Fei.

With such a terrible move, some of the big men on the rostrum were
so shocked that they were speechless for a moment.

Stunned for a moment, Zhu Kuishan's face was serious. He glared at



Zhu Kuishan and yelled: "Shao Donghua, jiuxiao shenlei of
wudaomeng, have you taught it to Shaoyun?"
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Shao Donghua said in a clear voice: "Shao Yun is a disciple of our
Wudao League. With his identity and strength, he is qualified to
learn nine sky god thunder. "

"Learning from jiuxiao shenlei requires at least reaching the middle
level of heaven." Zhu Kuishan said in a deep voice, "if I remember
correctly, Shao Yun reached the middle level of heaven a year and a
half ago. Now he has practiced the nine sky god thunder for at least
two years

"Don't you want to explain this, Shao Donghua?" Zhu Kuishan
stares at Shao Donghua and asks seriously.

"Shut up and get back here."

"Uncle, why do you stop me? I'm going to kill Chen Fei. I'm going
to --" Shao Yun fell to the ground, shouting crazily.

Seeing that the two sides are about to collide, at this critical moment,
Shao Donghua on the rostrum gave a sharp drink, waved his hand
directly and made a great effort to blow Shao Yun down from the
challenge arena.

But at the moment, Shao Yun, who was dazzled by failure and anger,
didn't notice it at all. At the moment, he has only one idea in his
heart, that is to defeat Chen Fei and kill him.

The frightful long sword of cold light, with fierce intention to kill.
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With the cold words, Chen Fei's true vitality turns into a long sword
of cold light, chopping Shao Yun.

At the same time, Chen Fei said in a cold voice: "those who are still
in violation of the rules should be killed!"

Seeing this, Chen Fei's eyes sank, and a sharp chill appeared in his
eyes. He lifted his right hand up. Zhenyuan was surging and the cold
light overflowed.

Although the referee's strength is good, he is not Shao Yun's
opponent after all. He can't stop him for a while and let Shao Yun
rush to the challenge arena. He rushed to kill Chen Fei with an angry
face.

"Get out of here! I didn't lose. How could I lose! Impossible - "Shao
Yun roared wildly, pushed the referee away and rushed to Chen Fei
in the challenge arena.

However, without waiting for Chen Fei to start, the referee stopped,
"the game is over, you lost."

At this time, Shao Yun flew out of the challenge arena with a
mouthful of blood in his mouth. The color in his eyes faded and his
ferocious scarlet color was restored. He rushes to Chen Fei with
clenched teeth, "Chen Fei, you --"

on the stage, Chen Fei's hands are behind him, his eyes are calm, his
voice is calm and serious, and he says: "this is my 19th move! I said,
"it's going to be the opposite."

Bang of a palm, clap in Shao Yun chest, huge strength, instantly will
Shao Yun hit fly out, mercilessly fell to the ground.

And at this time, Chen Fei clapped Shao Yun.

In an instant, Shao Yun, who was full of anger, seemed to be in the
middle of evil. His ferocious eyes were suddenly confused, and his
body was fixed in the original place, just like a statue, and he



couldn't move.

At this time, Shao yunning glared

"There must be a ghost, and you must have." Shao Yun said in
disbelief, and clapped his hand at Chen Fei with ferocious eyes.

Such a situation not only surprised the audience. Even Shao Yun, at
this time is also full of astonishment, surprised incomparably, "this,
this is impossible! How can you plant in my jiuxiao God thunder
without damage? This, this is absolutely impossible. "

At the moment, he is surrounded by thunder and lightning, but he is
undamaged. It seems that the person who is struck by thunder cloud
is not himself at all, and he can't see any trace of injury.

The black figure is no other than Chen Fei.

This words, let all people all surprised for a while, surprised to see
that group of flashing thunder cloud. Then they saw a black figure
pacing slowly out of the thunder cloud.

But at this time, in the thunder cloud of thunderbolt, a calm voice
rang, "wait a minute, I haven't lost yet!"

The referee was also stunned. He looked at the thunderbolt cloud
with worried face. Then he stepped out and was ready to announce
the result of the competition, "I announce, Shao Yun --"

with that, Shao Yun turned his eyes around the rostrum and the
audience, then looked to the referee, as if he wanted the other side to
announce his victory.

"I said, I'll take care of you in 20 moves! I do what I say! "

The thunderclap of thunder completely drowned Chen Fei. Shao
Yun had a smile on his mouth. His face was very proud and
confident. He said: "Nineteen moves!"

………



"It's not important to win or lose. Now the most important thing is
whether Chen Fei can survive."

"Chen Fei was completely submerged by the lightning. He must
have lost."

"It's all a fairy trick! Heaven level masters, are they all so terrible? "

"Is it true? It's lightning. Is it still lightning? "

Full Leng a few seconds later, they just closed their wide mouth,
chattering up.

The countless audiences in front of the live and live scenes were
shocked and almost speechless.

In an instant, countless snake like lightning bolts came down from
the thunder cloud, which completely shrouded Chen Fei and made
him unable to see clearly.As he spoke, the cloud of Zhenyuan of
thunderbolt shrouded Chen Fei's head.

Shao Yun sees this, cold hum, full of disdain, "this, want to block
my nine sky god thunder, ridiculous!"

Chen Fei felt the terrible thunder and lightning, and his face became
a little more serious. The breath of Zhenyuan on his hands became
more and more strong, protecting him above his body.

At this time, Shao Yun in the challenge arena, struggling to use the
nine sky god thunder, swept towards Chen Fei.

"Shao Donghua, I will definitely look into this matter." Zhu Kuishan
gritted his teeth and looked at the challenge arena with a worried
look in his eyes.

But Shao Donghua directly waved his hand and interrupted Zhu
Kuishan's words, "the game is coming to an end. If Lao Zhu has any
questions, I'll explain to you later."



"You --" what else does Zhu Kuishan want to say.

Shao Donghua said: "you underestimated Shaoyun's talent."

"Gifted? Shao Yun's talent is good, but it's absolutely impossible to
train jiuxiao shenlei to such a level in a year and a half! " Zhu
Kuishan said sternly.

Shao Donghua was still indifferent and said, "Lao Zhu, you are
wrong. What's more, Shao Yun's talent is very good. In a year and a
half, he practiced jiuxiao shenlei to such a level. I'm also a little
surprised. "

With another roar like thunder, Shao Donghua flew directly out of
the rostrum, carrying Shao Yun back to the position of the contestant.

The referee got up from the ground, ignoring everything else, and
announced: "the game is over, Chen Fei wins."

Hearing the speech, Chen Fei on the stage put away the Zhenyuan
sword in his hand, shook his head and said, "it's a pity. If I move
faster, I'll see blood."
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Under the stage, Shao Donghua hears the speech and looks at Chen
Fei on the stage with cold eyes.

And at this time, excited and angry Shao Yun, finally wake up. His
face was very ugly. He took a look at Chen Fei who stepped down
from the challenge arena. His eyes were so gloomy that he almost
dripped water.

Then he turned his eyes back and looked up at Shao Donghua. But
after one look, he immediately lowered his head. He did not dare to
look into Shao Donghua's eyes. He only dared to say in a low voice:
"uncle, I'm sorry, I --"
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"I also heard that I was a senior member of the army. And Zhao Hu
also happens to come from the army. Perhaps, he was ordered by his
superiors to admit defeat intentionally. "

"I've heard that before this competition, Chen Fei was appointed by
the top management and could get a place directly, but he refused, so
he came to participate in the competition."

"I can see it clearly. It's a fake match. It was deliberately arranged by
the makers that so many of us lost. "

"It must have been deliberately arranged to let Chen Fei win the
championship."

For a time, various conspiracy theories have emerged on the scene
and on the Internet.

They don't understand why the two people who were fighting
happily suddenly stopped. Then Zhao Hu directly declared that he
had lost, which was too hasty.

However, such a sudden end, so that some of the boring ordinary
audience is confused, completely confused.

Then, Zhao Hu took the initiative to jump off the ring, the referee
announced the end of the game. Finally, Chen Fei won the
championship, Zhao Hu won the second place, and the two won two
places.

Chen Fei took back his hands, put his back behind him, nodded his
head with a smile and said, "yes."

On the challenge arena, after dozens of moves, Zhao Hu and Chen
Fei stopped and arched Chen Fei, saying: "I'm defeated."

But in the final, there was no such thing. It was just a simple hand to
hand fight between them. This makes the ordinary audience a little



boring.

After all, before the competition, which round is not true yuan flying,
light blooming, gas strength roaring. The fight was brilliant and
lively.

But for the average audience. This final, it seems too dull and boring.

They fought dozens of moves in an instant, and their movements
were flexible and fast, and they were very enthusiastic. The move is
very delicate. Many martial arts people have a good eye. They study
it carefully.

All of a sudden, the fists and palms hit each other, making a crash
sound.

So Chen Fei didn't use the breath of Zhenyuan. He clapped it with
one hand and met Zhao Hu's fist.

Chen Fei knows that this is Zhao Hu's deliberate reservation in order
to avoid losing both sides.

The fist is ferocious, but if you feel it carefully, you can find that it's
just pure physical strength, and it doesn't use Zhenyuan breath.

With the roar of the wind, Zhao Hu's fist roared.

In this regard, Zhao Hu naturally some dissatisfaction, step and
move, Li drink, and then toward Chen Fei launched an attack, "I
come."

After all, Chen Feigang's words are somewhat arrogant. He let Zhao
Hu attack, the secret meaning is that he is not worried about Zhao
Hu will hurt him, do not worry about losing things.

Smell speech, Zhao Hu eyebrow pick pick, look at Chen Fei's eyes, a
bit more unconvinced color.

Seeing this, Chen Fei pauses and says with a faint smile, "in fact,
brother Zhao doesn't have to worry so much. Just attack me. "



"But I still want to see the strength of master Chen. However, I'm
worried that when the time comes, both sides will be hurt. Then --
"Zhao Hu looks at Chen Fei with burning eyes. His eyes are urgent,
mixed with some worries.

Zhao Hu looked at Chen Fei and said in a low voice: "Chen Fei, the
elder in the army originally meant that I was not your opponent, so I
took the initiative to admit defeat."

Because of these reasons, but when the last two stood in the
challenge arena, the atmosphere was more relaxed, not as tense as
before.

Therefore, before the competition, Zhao Hu and Chen Fei both heard
implicit hints from their elders. It's enough for them to compete.
Don't fight too hard.

That is, the two have confirmed the quota and will represent Huaxia
in the international young martial arts competition. And the
competition will be held in a few months, if the two really fight too
hard, leading to serious injury, the damage will only be Huaxia
himself.

Of course, there is another invisible reason, which cannot be
explained clearly.

On the other hand, Zhao Hu and Chen Fei have no enmity and
intersection. Two people's final meeting, also does not have that
many gimmicks.

In fact, this is expected. After all, the two most important awards in
the trials have been determined. The final final will not affect the
allocation of places.

Compared with the previous hot semi-finals, the popularity of the
final, but dropped a lot.

After half an hour's rest, the next step is the final, Chen Fei against
Zhao Hu.



Shao Yun's defeat, let a lot of people lost a clean, one by one crying.
Of course, a small number of gamblers are very excited, and the
smile on their faces can't be concealed.And outside, a lot of
gamblers wailed.

This result is beyond many people's expectation, especially Chen Fei
beat Shao Yun to enter the final, which many people did not expect.

This also means that the final two places have been determined.

At the moment, with the end of the semi-finals, the two who entered
the finals have come out. Zhao Hu and Chen Fei.

"Hit in the head, this --" Shao Donghua pondered, vaguely thought
of something, can't help looking in the direction of Chen Fei.

Seeing this, Shao Yun quickly explained, "uncle, I really didn't lie. I
don't know why. At that time, I felt as if I had been hit in my head,
and I was stunned. "

"Absent?" Shao Yun believes that in the middle of the world, the one
who lost his power will not look at you

"But this is not the reason why I really lost. At that time, I saw that
jiuxiao shenlei was invalid and was about to continue to attack. But
at that moment, I suddenly feel a muddle head, at that moment can't
help but lost consciousness. Then Chen Fei seized the flaw and
defeated me. "

Shao Yun took a deep breath, tried to calm himself down, and then
said in a voice: "uncle, Chen Fei's strength really exceeded my
expectation. My nine sky god thunder didn't hurt him, which
surprised me a little at that time. "

Holding back his anger, Shao Donghua asked in a low voice, "what
happened just now?"

"Probably, I think that's what it is."



"It's boring. I wanted to watch a final. I'm so disappointed that it
ended like this. "

………
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Among all kinds of comments, many viewers said that the result was
too disappointing and expressed their dissatisfaction on the Internet.

And the audience, some of them can't sit any longer. They just get
up to leave without waiting for the final award ceremony.

Chen Fei, who returned to the contestant's table, ignored these noisy
comments. Instead, he came to Chen Ziling's side and said with a
smile, "well, I said I can win the championship!"

"It's not a quota. What's the reason? Is it personal enmity? "

"If you think too much, Tianji sect has its own place in the trials.
There are two places in the trial, but Tianji zongmen chooses the rest.
"

"It's not because of the tryouts, is it?"

"I've heard that Tianji sect is superior and doesn't take part in the
affairs of ordinary warriors. How did it come out this time? I have to
challenge Chen Fei!"

"Tianwuzong's disciples, they are the disciples of the four Tianji
sects. Unexpectedly, they are here."

What happened here attracted the audience's attention. Especially
after Shao Donghua said that Zhao Yi was a disciple of tianwu sect,
he caused a lot of noise in the crowd.
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………

At the moment, Zhao Yi gave a sneer, and the sound resounded
through the whole conference hall. He said, "master Chen, the
champion of the trial, dare not accept my challenge?"

Shao Donghua looks indifferent, "I don't mean anything else, it's Mr.
Zhu you think too much."

What do you mean, Shao Donghua Zhu Kuishan looks gloomy and
stares at Shao Donghua.

Zhu Kuishan was just about to make a sound, but now Shao
Donghua appeared nearby, smiling and saying, "Mr. Zhu, Zhao Yi is
a disciple of tianwuzong. We in the Wudao League should not
interfere in the affairs of other sects. "

"Mr. Zhu, I'm not in trouble. It's the most common thing in the world
of martial arts to challenge others. What's wrong? " Zhao Yi asked.

At the same time, after listening to Zhao Yi's challenge, Zhu
Kuishan looked serious, glared at each other and said in a voice,
"Zhao Yi, I said, don't mess with me. You - "

there was a lot of heated discussion. The interest you had lost was
intrigued by curiosity, and the atmosphere at the scene became warm
again.

………

"Look, they just said a lot. Maybe there is another internal reason."

"It seems that he has a grudge with Chen Fei!"

"What's the matter? Who the hell is this man? How can he suddenly
challenge Chen Fei? "



The loud voice spread all over the venue, making countless
audiences noisy and hot.

After that, without waiting for Zhu Kuishan to make a sound, Zhao
Yi immediately opened his mouth and called out: "Chen Fei, I'm
going to challenge you, the champion of the competition. Do you
dare to accept my challenge?"

But Zhao Yi still laughed and said, "Mr. Zhu is so thoughtful. I don't
mean what you said. I'm just here to watch. I heard that master Chen
Fei won the championship. I feel itchy. I want to compete with
master Chen. "

"I just tell you, don't be blinded by hatred, because resentment
affects the overall situation." Zhu Kuishan's serious words already
contain the meaning of warning.

With a sneer, Zhao Yi said to Zhu Kuishan, "Mr. Zhu, I haven't done
anything now. What do you mean, threatening me? I'm tianwuzong,
but I'm not threatened. "

At this time, Zhu Kuishan made a voice again and said to Zhao Yi in
a deep voice, "Zhao Yi, I'll say it again. Chen Fei is the champion of
the trials and a member of the team representing Huaxia. He will be
your teammate in the future. Don't mess with him. "

"I see!" Chen Fei couldn't help squinting when he heard the speech.

Sure enough, Zhao Yi's response confirmed Chen Fei's conjecture:
"Zhao Donglin is my uncle, Zhao Enze is my grandfather!"

Now it seems that Zhao Yi should be the son of the Zhao family who
practiced in the Tianji sect.

Chen Fei still remembers when he killed Zhao Enze and Zhao
Donglin. Xu Junshan also specially found himself and reminded
himself that there were children of the Zhao family who had been
practicing in the Tianji sect since childhood, so he didn't want to be
too careless.



After hearing the name, Chen Fei felt a click in his heart and looked
at the man opposite him. He thought of something in his heart and
said in a voice, "are you a child of the Zhao family?"

"Zhao Yi!"

At this time, Zhu Kuishan did not know when he came to Chen Fei
from the rostrum. Looking at the man opposite him, he said in a
deep voice, "Zhao Yi, this is not an occasion to make trouble. Go
back."

"Who am I?" The man's eyes sank with a heavy cold hum. Chen
Fei's eyes were fierce and almost cannibal.

"I am!" Chen Fei light way, the vision does not avoid looking at the
other side, cold voice asks a way back, "who are you? What can I do
for you? "

"Are you Chen Fei?" The man walked up to Chen Fei and looked at
him for a while. He said in a serious voice.

Not to mention the ordinary audience, even Chen Fei, who looked at
the man walking towards him, was confused and did not know him.

………

"It seems that he doesn't deal with master Chen! Is there something
unexpected to happen? ""I don't know, but it looks pretty. It's my
type."

"Who is this? Do you know anyone? "

Seeing this man, many spectators were puzzled.

In the eyes of the crowd, a man in his thirties, dressed in a indigo
robe and a bun, came out with a serious face.

Even the audience who are ready to leave the scene can't help but
stop and look at the source of the sound.



This voice resounded throughout the venue, directly over the noise
of the scene, and attracted everyone's attention.

As a result, at this time, suddenly a great wave of sound came out
and reverberated directly in the whole Phoenix stadium, "Chen Fei,
come out for me."

At this time, the staff came over and told Chen Fei about the
procedures and things to receive the award.

"Well, my brother is the best. He's sure to win." The little girl
nodded her head seriously, with a smile on her face.

"Besides, with your brother's strength. If you go abroad to compete,
you will surely win the championship. Don't worry about it. "

Seeing this, Chen Fei rubbed Chen Ziling's head and comforted him:
"it's OK. It's not a big event for any competition."

"Of course, you are my brother!" Chen Ziling smile, but then face
slightly heavy, some regret, "but, I didn't promote, can't go to the
game with you. I - "

..."

When people are talking and guessing. Someone in the know named
Zhao Yi directly on the Internet.

Zhao Yi is one of the core disciples of tianwu sect, but he is very
powerful. He has reached the middle stage of tianwu sect, but he
ranks 50th in the Dragon list.

Chapter 1980
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At first glance, it seems nothing special. However, if someone
observes carefully, they will find that all the top 60 people in the
Dragon list, except Zhao Yi, have reached a higher level in the later
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days of the heavenly level.

Zhao Yi, with a low level of cultivation, got to the bottom of the line
and quickly drew up a contract. They signed their names on the
contract in front of the live camera, more than a dozen martial arts
masters and two witnesses.
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